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Grabbing A Grip on the Grail 
'That's a windmill, Don," said the February headline, canying several 

member promises that the Grail was beyond our grasp, even beyond Don 
Quixote's. But someone is always proving Your Fearless Leader wrong. Now 
comes RDB, who says he's making a lot of progress toward the Grail. 

It seems that the Grail has two big parts, plus some other chunks. Nothing 
Is simple. is it? First, and maybe easiest, 
a text Grail disk must load into memory a Orphans 
trick that listens for software which says, 387 Main 
"Show this text on an IBM screen." Westport 

The text-Grall gremlin then inter- CT 06880 
rupts the message with. "Take this text 
down the hall and ask in room XXX where 
it should go." Room XXX, a regular 2000 
department, has long been doing this 
referral work for us. RDB says he has 
finished this routine, and he sent head-
quarters a crippled disk to prove it. 
(Crippled? See below.) 

A Picture Too Big to Hang 
Many IBM-style programs send a 

graphic message directly to the screen. 
There are only 2,000 spaces for letters on 
our screen, and it's easy to store them in 
our 256,000 memory spaces. That's 
where a text Grail disk can find them. But 
one picture (a graphics screen) takes 
256,000 dots of variable color, more infor
mation than our entire memory can hold. 

So graphics programs don't store 
the picture in our memory where the text 
Grail disk could look them up. A forward
ing address for graphics, stored in mem
ory. would never transmit a single pixel. 
The IBM programs are sending their pic
tures straight to the graphics board 
memory for storage, bypassing regular 
memory. So the graphics part of RDB's 
growing grail is a substitute chip, which 
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RDB has asked chip-makers to make for 
him. When he's got a working prototype, 
he'll send that to headquarters too. "I 
seriously expect to have the full grail out 
in two or three months," RDB said March 
22. I'm a little s�eptical and a lot hopeful.
Maybe we'll never get a complete Grail. but
it doe'sn't seem as far away this spring as
it seemed last winter.

I've been playing with the RDB text 
Grail disk, and so far I haven't gotten 
anything to run that wouldn't run before. 
This means little, because YFL has pre
cious little time to juggle programs with 
the alleged text Grail disk. 

So I make no promises that this 
disk works, but to the extent it does, it has 
great value. However, RDB has seen fit to 
cripple the disk he sent to HQ with a 
fifteen-minute self-limit. It reminds me of 
that little box with a toggle switch on top. 
You snap the lever and a little hand comes 
out of a trapdoor and snaps itself back to 
off. (continues on next page)
























